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1. INTRODUCTION

Phase coding of the radar transmit pulses can be used to
mitigate range overlaid echoes. SZ phase coding uses
a systematic phase coding scheme which has been em-
ployed by the NEXRAD radars (Sachidananda and Zrnić
1999). Phase coding for dual polarization radars was in-
vestigated by Bharadwaj and Chandrasekar (2007) who
examined and compared both SZ and random phase cod-
ing for simultaneous transmission of H and V polariza-
tions where both H and V channels were modulated with
the same phase code. Here we examine SZ phase coding
for fast alternating H and V transmission radars such as
S-Pol, NCAR’s dual polarimetric research radar. Specifi-
cally we investigate using separate phase codes for the H
and V channels.

When the transmit pulses are phase coded, overlaid
echoes from different trips will have different phase
codes. In order to “receive” a particular trip echo, the
phase code for that trip is subtracted from the corre-
sponding samples. The other “out-of-trip” echoes are
modulated and those resulting phases are termed mod-
ulation codes. The modulation codes cause the echoes to
be spread across the spectrum so that they mimic white
noise. Thus, these overlaid powers do not bias the ve-
locity estimates from the cohered signal. Phase coding to
extend the unambiguous range of dual polarization radars
that use the fast alternating H and V polarization trans-
mission technique are described.

2. ALTERNATE H AND V TRANSMIT

Phase coding for fast alternating transmission of H and V
pulses (FHV) is more complicated than single polariza-
tion radar or simultaneous H and V transmission (SHV).
There are four received signals, two copolar and two
crosspolar. Additionally, second trip echoes appear in the
crosspolar channel of the other copolar signal. Bharad-
waj and Chandrasekar (2007) showed that if the H and
V transmit pulses use the same phase code, estimates of
the dual polarization variables that depend on the cross
correlation of the H and V channel signals, can be biased.
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To avoid this, we propose using a separate phase code for
the H and V transmit pulses.

A block diagram of the four time series, HHi, V Hi,
V Vi and HVi, for a single resolution volume with no
overlay is shown in Fig. 1. The proposed transmit pulse
train for FHV radar is shown in Fig. 2. The H and
V polarized pulses are at equi-spaced intervals. The H
pulses are phase coded with ai while the V pulses are
phase coded with ci where ai and ci are some systematic
switching code (Sachidananda and Zrnić 1999). Fig. 3
illustrates the resulting multiple trip echoes and attached
phase codes as they would occur for the H and V copo-
lar signals. Second trip echoes come from the previously
transmitted V (H) pulse (HVi−1ci−1 (and VHiai)) and
thus are a crosspolar echoes. The third trip echo comes
from the previously transmitted H (V) pulse. For the
crosspolar channels, the situation is opposite; the second
trip echoes are copolar. The copolar H signal can be ex-
pressed:

RH
CO = HHiai+HV 2nd

i−1 ci−1+HH3rd

i−1ai−1+HV 4th

i−2 ci−2(1)

where the superscripts indicate the “trip” of the signal and

ai = e−jψi , ci = e−jθi , (2)

are the switching codes. Similarly, the other copolar and
crosspolar signals can be expressed,

RHX = V Hiai+V V
2nd

i−1 ci−1+V H
3rd

i−1ai−1+V V
4th

i−2ci−2(3)

RVCO = V Vici+V H
2nd

i ai+V V
3rd

i−1 ci−1+V H
4th

i−1ai−1(4)

RVX = HVici+HH
2nd

i ai+HV
3rd

i−1 ci−i+HH
4th

i−1ai−1(5)

The SZ(n/M) switching code is (code applied to trans-
mit pulses)

ak = exp

[
−j

k∑
m=0

(nπm2/M)

]
(6)

for k = 0, 1, 2 ...M − 1. The SZ(n/M) switching phases
are

ψk = −
k∑

m=0

nπm2

M
(7)



The modulation phase then is

φk = ψk−t − ψk =
nπ

M

t−1∑
l=0

(k − l)2) (8)

where t is the integer delay of the switching code. For
SZ(8/64) reported in Sachidananda and Zrnić (1999) the
modulation code for t = 1 (second trip echo) is

φ2
nd trip
k = ψk−1 − ψk =

8πk2

64
=
π

8
k2 (9)

3. SZ FOR S-POL WITH PRT = 1 ms

If the PRT between the H and V pulses is 1 ms (or
greater), the 4th trip begins at 450 km (or more) and thus
this 4th trip can be neglected. For a radar elevation angle
of 0.5◦ at 450 km range, the radar resolution volume is at
about 16 km AGL. This then simplifies the received time
series: the received signals then are,

RHCO = HHiai +HV 2nd

i−1 ci−1 +HH3rd

i−1ai−1 (10)

RHX = V Hiai + V V 2nd

i−1 ci−1 + V H3rd

i−1ai−1 (11)

RVCO = V Vici + V H2nd

i ai + V V 3rd

i−1 ci−1 (12)

RVX = HVici +HH2nd

i ai +HV 3rd

i−1 ci−1 (13)

Cohering to the first trip yields,

R
H(1)
CO = HHi +HV 2nd

i−1 ci−1a
∗
i +HH3rd

i−1ai−1a
∗
i (14)

R
H(1)
X = V Hi + V V 2nd

i−1 ci−1a
∗
i + V H3rd

i−1ai−1a
∗
i (15)

R
V (1)
CO = V Vi + V H2nd

i aic
∗
i + V V 3rd

i−1 ci−1c
∗
i (16)

R
V (1)
X = HVi +HH2nd

i aic
∗
i +HV 3rd

i−1 ci−1c
∗
i (17)

Cohering to the second trip yields,

R
H(2)
CO = HHiaic

∗
i−1 +HV 2nd

i−1 +HH3rd

i−1ai−1c
∗
i−1 (18)

R
H(2)
X = V Hiaic

∗
i−1 + V V 2nd

i−1 + V H3rd

i−1ai−1c
∗
i−1 (19)

R
V (2)
CO = V Vicia

∗
i + V H2nd

i + V V 3rd

i−1 ci−1a
∗
i (20)

R
V (2)
X = HVicia

∗
i +HH2nd

i +HV 3rd

i−1 ci−1a
∗
i (21)

Cohering to the third trip yields,

R
H(3)
CO = HHiaia

∗
i−1 +HV 2nd

i−1 ci−1a
∗
i−1 +HH3rd

i−1 (22)

R
H(3)
X = V Hiaia

∗
i−1 + V V 2nd

i−1 ci−1a
∗
i−1 + V H3rd

i−1 (23)

Table 1: H transmit: Modulation code when coher-
ing to trip 1, 2 or 3. ‘0’ indicates that that trip is
coherent, i.e., the coherent trip is the strong trip.

RH
CO, R

H
X switching phases

Trip ai ci−1 ai−1

1 0 ci−1a
∗
i ai−1a

∗
i

2 aic
∗
i−1 0 ai−1c

∗
i−1

3 aia
∗
i−1 ci−1a

∗
i−1 0

R
V (3)
CO = V Vicic

∗
i−1 + V H2nd

i aic
∗
i−1 + V V 3rd

i−1 (24)

R
V (3)
X = HVicic

∗
i−1 +HH2nd

i aic
∗
i−1 +HV 3rd

i−1 (25)

where “*” denotes conjugation. As can be seen in
Eqs.(10–25), there are several cross modulation codes
that occur when cohering to first, second and third trip
echoes. However, there are only two unique modulation
codes,

code1 = cia
∗
i (26)

code2 = ci−1a
∗
i . (27)

These modulation codes are,

cka
∗
k = −

k∑
m=0

ncπm
2

M
+

k∑
m=0

naπm
2

M
(28)

=

k∑
m=0

(na − nc)πm2

M
(29)

and,

ck−1a
∗
k = −

k−1∑
m=0

ncπm
2

M
+

k∑
m=0

naπm
2

M
(30)

=

k−1∑
m=0

(na − nc)πm2

M
+
naπk

2

M
(31)

The modulation codes are given in Table 1 for for RHCO
and RHX and Table 2 gives the modulation codes for RVCO
and RVX .

4. SIMULATIONS

SZ(16/128) was investigated for super resolution data by
Hubbert et al. (2006) for a PRT of 780µs. The statistics
here for the suggested dual polarization SZ(16/128) will
be significantly different with the PRT at 2 ms (for just
the H or just the V pulse trains). Torres and Zrnić (2009)
evaluated generalized SZ(n/64) (for 0 < n < 64) and



Table 2: V transmit: Modulation code when coher-
ing to trip 1, 2 or 3. ‘0’ indicates that that trip is
coherent, i.e., the coherent trip is the strong trip.

RV
CO, R

V
X switching phases

Trip ci ai ci−1

1 0 aic
∗
i ci−1c

∗
i

2 cia
∗
i 0 ci−1a

∗
i

3 cic
∗
i−1 aic

∗
i−1 0

found acceptable recovery performance for many values
of n. Based on their work, we expect SZ(15/128) to per-
form similarly to SZ(16/128).

To our knowledge, no one has simulated FHV dual po-
larization scheme that uses two different switching codes.
As shown above modulation codes are created that are a
combination of the two switching codes. We have not
performed an exhaustive evaluation but we did find that
if the two used switching codes had a difference of one,
i.e., |n1 − n2| = 1 for SZ(n1/128) and SZ(n2/128), the
recovery statistics were in general better as compared to
other n1 − n2 differences.

We first examine the power spectra of the modulation
codes for a switching code lag of 1. This then is the mod-
ulation codes for the copolar third trip echoes and the
cross-modulation code resulting from SZ(16/128) (strong
trip) and SZ(15/128) (weak trip). Fig. 4 shows the power
spectra of the modulation codes in the left column. The
right column shows the corresponding power spectra af-
ter the modulations codes have been filtered with a 0.625
spectrum width notch, inversed FFT’d, cohered for the
“weak trip” and then FFT’d again to obtain the power
spectrum. The plots due to SZ(15/128) and SZ(16/128)-
SZ(15/128) are significantly different from the plots due
to SZ(16/128). It quite interesting that the SZ(16/128)-
SZ(15/128) power spectrum after notching (lower right
panel) contains only one spectral “spike”. The underly-
ing weak trip signal spectrum is convolved with this spec-
trum to create the SZ-processed weak signal spectrum.
Thus there is only one “replica spectrum” for this case.

Some of the recovery statistics according to the above
modulations codes are presented next. In general, the
wavelength is 10.68 cm, PRT=2 ms, 128 samples, phase
noise is modeled as ±0.25◦ (uniform random), ρhv =
0.99, Zdr = 2 dB, the horizontal axis is strong trip spec-
trum width, and the vertical axis is the strong trip to weak
trip power ratio. Fig. 5 shows the standard deviation (SD)
of the weak trip velocity for SZ(16/128) (left) and for
SZ(15/128) (right), both for a weak trip spectrum width
of 2 m s−1. The recovery statistics are similar to SZ(8/64)
for a PRT of roughly 1 ms except the horizontal axis has
been compressed by about a factor of 2 since the PRT

here is 2 ms. Thus, wide spectrum width signals are not
recovered nearly as well here.

Figure 6 shows the SD of the weak trip velocity for
SZ(16/128)-SZ(15/128). The left panel is for a weak trip
SW of 2 m s−1 and the right panel is for a weak trip SW
of 4 m s−1. Figure 7 show the bias for weak trip power.
Figure 8 show the bias and SD for strong trip Zdr while
Fig. 9 show he bias and SD for strong trip φdp.

5. CONCLUSIONS

This paper addressed SZ phase coding for FHV dual
polarization radar. To avoid multiple trip echoes that
would be correlated (as discussed in Bharadwaj and
Chandrasekar (2007)) the H and V pulses were gives
different switching phase codes: SZ(16/128) for H
and SZ)15/128) for V. The preliminary statistical
performance plots indicate that the scheme will work
reasonably well. Using a PRT=2 ms does limit the re-
covery area as compared to previously reported SZ(8/64)
(Sachidananda and Zrnić 1999). This new phase coding
scheme will be implemented on S-Pol which typically
uses a PRT of 1 ms between the H and V pulses and thus
first trip data is restricted to 150 km with no mitigation
for multiple trip echoes. Thus we expect this scheme to
significantly improve S-Pol data quality.
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Figure 1: The received time series for dual polarization radar.

Figure 2: Transmit pulse train for phase coded FHV dual polarization radar.

Figure 3: The trip rings and overlaid echoes for FHV dual polarization.



Figure 4: Spectra of modulation codes. Top to bottom rows: SZ(16/128) (lag-1), SZ(15/128) (lag-1),
SZ(16/128)-SZ(15/128) (lag-1). Left column: power spectrum of modulation code. Right column: power
spectrum after a 0.625 spectrum width notch filter, cohering to the “weak trip” and again calculating the
power spectrum.



Figure 5: Standard deviation for weak trip velocity for SZ(16/128) (left) and SZ(15/128) (right). PRT=2 ms,
128 samples, weak trip spectrum width is 2 m s−1.

Figure 6: Standard deviation for weak trip velocity for SZ(16/128) (strong trip) SZ(15/128) (weak trip)).
Left: weak trip SW= 2 m s−1; Right: weak trip SW=4 m s−1. PRT=2 ms, 128 samples.



Figure 7: The bias for weak trip power (SNR) for SZ(16/128) (strong trip) SZ(15/128) (weak trip)). Weak
trip SW=2 m s−1. PRT=2 ms, 128 samples.

Figure 8: Strong trip Zdr. Bias (left) and standard deviation (right) for SZ(16/128) (strong trip) SZ(15/128)
(weak trip)). Weak trip SW=2 m s−1. PRT=2 ms, 128 samples.



Figure 9: Strong trip φdp. Bias (left) and standard deviation (right) for SZ(16/128) (strong trip) SZ(15/128)
(weak trip)). Weak trip SW=2 m s−1. PRT=2 ms, 128 samples.


